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Apple reports $1.67 billion
quarterly profit on record
Mac, iPhone sales
10.19.09
Philip Michaels, Macworld.com

Apple enjoyed its most profitable quarter
ever, as the company set sales marks for
both Mac and iPhone sales. The company
announced earnings for its fiscal fourth
quarter on Monday.
For the quarter ending September 30,
Apple reported a net profit of $1.67 billion,
or $1.82 per share, on revenue of $9.87
billion. Those numbers blew away analysts’
earnings and revenue estimates of $1.42 a
share and $9.2 billion in sales, respectively.
Comparing those numbers to Apple’s
year-ago figures, quarterly profit rose 46
percent, while earnings per share jumped
44 percent. Revenue increased 25 percent
from the September 2008 quarter. At the
end of the corner, the company had $34
billion of cash on hand.
For the full 2009 fiscal year, Apple’s revenue rose 12 precent while its income increased 18 percent from 2008, according
to chief financial officer Peter Oppenheimer. Those increases come during what the
Apple executive called “extraordinary challenging times” which have done little to
slow the company’s growth.
“We are thrilled to have sold more
Macs and iPhones than in any previous
quarter,” said Apple CEO Steve Jobs in a
statement accompanying the earnings
announcement. “We’ve got a very strong
lineup for the holiday season and some
really great new products in the pipeline
for 2010.”
For the December quarter, Apple told
analysts to expect between $11.3 and
$11.6 billion in sales and earnings ranging
from $1.70 to $1.78 per share. That guidance was given without accounting for a
rule change in the way Apple recognizes
revenue from the iPhone and Apple TV.

Apple was uncertain when it would adopt
the new accounting method, which was
OK’d by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board last month.
To put Apple’s December quarter guidance
in perspective, the company reported sales of
$10.17 billion in last year’s fiscal first quarter
along with earnings of $1.78 a share.

Mac sales

Apple sold 3.05 million Macs during the
quarter—a 17 percent increase over what
it sold for the same three-month period
in 2008. That 3.05 million figure sets a record for Mac sales, topping the previous
high-water mark of 2.61 million Macs sold
during the fiscal fourth-quarter of 2008.
Apple continues to reap the rewards of
its June overhaul to its line of notebooks,
which featured price cuts on nearly every
model. The result has been two straight
quarters of growth. During the quarter,
Apple sold nearly 2.3 million laptops, with
portables accounting for an astounding
74 percent of the Macs sold during the
last three months.
“Last quarter was the quarter of the
portable,” chief operating officer Tim Cook
said during a Monday conference call to
discuss Apple’s earnings. In response to
one analyst’s comment that “the [laptop]
price cut worked,” Cook responded loudly,
“Yes, it did!”
Oppenheimer noted that the rise in Mac
sales outpaced the 2-percent growth of
the PC market for the quarter, according
to figures tallied by market-research firm
IDC. That marks the 19th time in the last 20
quarters that Mac sales have grown faster
than overall PC market, Oppenheimer said.
Apple executives also cited a strong
back-to-school quarter for the company.
Sales to U.S. schools rose 12 percent, as
Apple tallied its highest quarterly sales
ever for the U.S. education market. Those
figures were buoyed by shipments of
50,000 books to Maine as part of that
state’s ongoing 1-to-1 Learning initiative.
continued on p.6

Apple’s New iMac, MacBook
Grow Better, Brighter
10.21.09
Walter S. Mossberg,
Wall Street Journal

This is the week when
Microsoft finally starts selling Windows 7, its muchimproved successor to the disappointing
Vista version of Windows. PC makers, who
have suffered from Vista’s poor reputation, will begin touting models that come
with Windows 7, which I praised in a detailed review earlier this month.
But Microsoft’s (MSFT) historic rival, Apple (AAPL), isn’t sitting still. After releasing its own new operating system, Snow
Leopard, in August, Apple this week is
rolling out new versions of two of the
best- known Macs: its iconic all-in-one
iMac desktop, and its least-expensive laptop, the MacBook.
Though both new Macs sport important improvements, they are evolutionary,
not revolutionary, and neither follows the
industry trend toward bargain-basement
prices. The MacBook is still $999, and the
iMac still starts at $1,199, though the
company is giving users more power and
features at those same price points. You
can pay much less for laptops and desktops from competitors like Dell (DELL)
and Hewlett-Packard (HPQ).
Apple is, however, introducing one revolutionary product this week: a $69 mouse
called the Magic Mouse. It’s the first
mouse I’ve seen whose entire surface acts
like a laptop trackpad, and allows fingertip
multitouch gestures for scrolling and flipping through lists, photos and Web pages
on the screen, while still performing traditional cursor movements and clicking.
This mouse comes with the new iMac and
will be usable on most other Macs as well,
once Apple offers a software update for
them. It worked well for me.
continued on p.2

Apple clears up ‘disc’ and ‘disk’
confusion
10.21.09
Dan Moren, Macworld.com

You have questions about your Mac:
Why’s my Bluetooth keyboard always acting wonky? How come I can’t sync To Do
items between iCal and my iPhone? Why
the love for Marker Felt? Apple knows
you have questions. It’s just not going to
answer those particular questions.
But, if you’ve found yourself constantly
confounded by the difference between
“discs” and “disks” then the kind, generous, and—above all good-looking—folks
at Apple Support are here to help you out
with their new support article/children’s
book: “What’s the difference between a
“disc” and a “disk?” *
Perhaps you’d just assumed that discs
and disks were variant spellings of the
same word. Ha! Nothing could be further
from the truth. “Disc,” you see, refers to optical media—you know, those shiny things
you put under your martini glass to keep
from leaving rings on your antique coffee
table. Examples include CDs, DVDs, and
perhaps even some day a Blu-ray bags of
hurt.
Discs are also removable volumes—
you can physically take them out of your
computer, where they will clutter up your
desk and eventually fall behind it, only to
collect dust which, after years in the dark,
will develop sentience and slowly begin
to gnaw through your floorboards.
How does that differ from a “disk,” you
might wonder? Well, a disk is a piece of
magnetic media—like your computer’s
hard drive or a floppy disk. In case you’re
unfamiliar with floppy disks, they’re kind
of like flash drives that hold half a standard MP3—and you can take them apart
to create jewelry.
Sure, that’s easy enough—but how
could you ever expect to keep the two of
them straight? For that, we recommend
this helpful mnemonic device: “disc”
ends in a “c”—if you cup your hand in a
‘c’ shape, it’s the perfect grip for holding
an optical disc. On the other hand, “disk”
ends in a “k,” which is the periodic symbol for the element Potassium, which is
in the same period as Iron (Fe), which is
highly magnetic! See? Easy!

And remember: never ever mix the two
of these up while talking to Apple technical
support or else they will hang up on you.
After they’ve noted it on your permanent
record.
editor’s note: When doing a google image
search for “disc” the first two hits were the
images below:

When I changed the search to “disk” I got
the following:
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I’ve been testing these new computers for
a few days, and I can recommend both.
The new iMacs have spectacular screens
that are larger and sport much higher resolutions than those on their predecessors. They
also add more memory capacity, bigger hard
disks and faster processors.
The new $999, 13” MacBook now includes
most of the key features of the similarsized MacBook Pro, which costs $200
more. These include a large multitouch
trackpad, significantly enhanced battery
life, and a brighter screen. Despite its lower price, the lowly MacBook comes with a
56% larger hard disk (250 gigabytes versus 160) than the Pro model.

The New iMacs

Apple releases server
diagnostic tool for
Snow Leopard
10.22.09
Philip Michaels, Macworld.com

Apple released a
server
diagnostic
download on Thursday that the company says will test servers running Mac OS X Server 10.6 for
hardware issues.
Apple Server Diagnostics 3X106 is a
20.20MB download available from Apple’s
Support Website. The download is compatible with Snow Leopard Server running on the early 2009 and early 2008
models of the Xserve as well as the early
2009 models of the Mac mini.
Apple Server Diagnostics, or AXD, runs
a customizable set of tests for diagnosing
issues with server components including
the Boot ROM, Ethernet controller, fan, hard
drive, memory, power supply, processor,
sensor, USB ports, and video controller.
Users can run the diagnostic tool in Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) or in Mac
OS X or Mac OS X Server, Apple says.

Apple has kept the basic design of the
iMac, which looks like a stand-alone monitor but has a powerful computer built in.
But the new models have larger, wider
screens that have been re-sized to match
up with high-definition video. The $1,199
base model has a 21.5” screen, compared
to the old 20” screen, and has 17% higher
resolution.
The highest-priced models, at $1,699
and $1,999, have huge 27” screens, versus
24 inches for the older models, and they
have a 60% increase in resolution.
The $1,199 base iMac has 4 gigabytes of
memory, double the amount in the prior
base model, and a 500 gigabyte hard
disk, up from 320 gigabytes. The costlier
editions have a one terabyte hard disk,
which is roughly 1,000 gigabytes. The top
model has a more powerful graphics card
and a heavy-duty processor.
All the iMacs now have slots for SD flash
memory cards, and the large-screen models
can act as external monitors.
In my tests, using a 27”model, the machine
was fast and the screen was brilliant at
displaying hi-res photos and high-definition video. Its width allowed me to treat
it like two monitors, with, say a Microsoft
Word document on the left and a Web
page on the right.
One downside: the $1,499 model now
has a smaller screen—21.5” versus 24”—
though it has a larger hard disk and better
graphics card.
continued on p.3

Other World Computing First
U.S. Technology Manufacturer
To Become 100% On-Site
Wind Powered
10.23.09
OWC Staff

On October 19, 2009,
OWC became the first
technology manufacturer/distributor in the
U.S. to become 100%
on-site wind powered
by switching its daily
operations energy needs
over to a Vestas V39-500
kW wind turbine. Completely on-site powered, OWC can run its resource conserving,
low environmental impact LEED Platinum
designed facility and internet operations
datacenter 100% on this renewable, nonpolluting power source.
The 100% self funded project is estimated
to provide more than double the energy
required by OWC’s operations and culminates the LEED initiatives for OWC’s
corporate headquarters which opened in
2008.

Technology Provider Becomes An Energy
Supplier

The OWC wind turbine is projected to
generate an estimated 1,250,000 kilowatt
hours (kWh) per year - more than double
the current energy requirements of all
OWC operations, including its internet
operations datacenter which includes
OWC.net and FasterMac.net ISP and webhosting services - and enough energy, according to the U.S. Department of Energy,
to power a typical U.S. suburban subdivision annually.
With peak wind conditions, the OWC
wind turbine can generate more energy
in a single week than what OWC’s operations require for an entire month. As the
turbine transforms wind power into energy, the power travels into the OWC facility
to the utility company’s metering device.
After OWC draws off the power it needs,
excess energy produced is sold back to
the local power provider, thus making

OWC a net supplier of sustainable energy
to the McHenry County, IL, region in addition to being a provider of award winning technology to over one million Mac,
PC, and iPod users around the world.

Designed Specifically For OWC Site

As part of the overall vision unveiled in
2006 for the new OWC corporate headquarters, the OWC wind turbine installation was designed to produce power at
winds speeds as low as nine mph based
upon the OWC campus site conditions
average wind speed of 10-15 mph. The
tower is 131 feet high with the blades extending the turbine’s total height to 194
feet. The blade housing can rotate 360
degrees so it can turn facing into winds
up to 150 mph. During extreme winds,
the blades automatically go “flat” with
the narrowest point into the wind and
in essence, shut the turbine down until it
senses safe operational wind speeds.
Whenever there isn’t adequate wind
power generation, the local utility company will remain as the backup power
source for OWC. Additionally, in the event
of a combined wind and utility company
power blackout, OWC has two additional
on-site backup power systems so it can
continue serving its customers without
interruption.

Good For The Environment & The Bottom
Line

The cost to install a wind turbine of
OWC’s caliber is typically $1.25 million
with a Return On Investment (ROI) of
100% within 10-14 years based upon a
25% front-end investment and current
energy costs. The actual ROI recovery period can be reduced significantly as energy costs increase.
The entire project was 100% self-funded because of the conservational benefits
as well as the future cost of energy. With
the 2009 kilowatt hour rate in the Chicago market up 24.3% since 1999, using
a clean power source technology makes
good sense for the environment and the
bottom line.
OWC’s facility, with all of its energy
saving technologies, is an ideal match
for on-site wind power generation. The
campus is designed to be vastly more
efficient in resource utilization without
sacrificing functionality. A Geo-thermal
heating/cooling system circulates coolant

through pipes that extend 200+
feet below the ground, where the
temperature ranges between 47 to
54 degrees. Energy savings are achieved
by eliminating the need to heat or cool
the buidling depending on outside temperature extremes. As a result, natural gas
or any external fuel type isn’t required for
heating needs, and with the wind turbine
now online, OWC has become an overall
net producer of energy.
For more information, visit:
eshop.macsales.com/green/wind.html
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The New MacBook

This 13”laptop, like its predecessor, is shiny
white plastic, but has been redesigned to
have more-rounded edges and a rubbery
non-slip bottom. It now has the Pro’s
large Apple trackpad, which acts as both
a huge mouse button and a surface for
fingertip gestures like two-finger scrolling, and resizing and rotating photos. It’s
still 1.08” thick—but is a bit longer and
wider than the older model, though it
weighs less: 4.7 pounds versus 5 pounds.
Apple has dropped the FireWire port
from this machine, as well as its ability
to be run via a remote control. And it
still lacks an SD card slot. But it now has
a large sealed battery that Apple claims
can last up to 7 hours between charges.
On my tough battery test, where I turn off
all power-saving features and play music
constantly, the MacBook lasted just over
five hours. In normal use, I estimate it
could easily top six hours.
In my tests, this MacBook was fast and
reliable using a wide variety of programs.
It started up cold in a mere 22 seconds,
and was ready to go after a restart, with
several programs running, in 44 seconds.
For anyone on a budget, it’s a better deal
than the 13” MacBook Pro, especially
considering its larger hard disk.
These new models now round out a full
line of refreshed Macs, but they will face
stiff new competition from a horde of PCs
running the new and better version of
Windows.

Resetting Safari
Oct 7, 2009
Christopher Breen,
Macworld.com

I’ve reached an age where I sometimes
talk to myself. Take today, for example.
“Chris,” I said, “I’m really getting tired of
conducting a Google search with Safari
4 and discovering that my Google preferences—viewing 100 results on a page
with no SafeSearch filtering—won’t stick.
Instead, when I conduct the next search, I
see the default 25 results and SafeSearch
blocks some results.”
“Chris,” I replied, “Have you tried quitting
and relaunching Safari?”
“Of course I have,” I retorted, “Do you
think I’m an idiot!?”
“Only occasionally,” I responded drily.
“In that case, rather than spending a lot
of time trying small measures—wiping
Safari’s History or emptying its cache—I’d
bring the Big Gun to bear and choose Reset Safari from the Safari menu. As you’re
probably aware, when you do this, you’re
provided with a load of options—Clear
History, Reset Top Sites, Remove All Webpage Preview Images, Empty the Cache,
Clear the Downloads Window, Remove
All Cookies, Remove All Website Icons,
Remove Saved Names and Passwords,
Remove Other AutoFill Form Text, and
Close All Safari Windows.”
“But that seems kind of extreme. What
about my website icons?”
“Icons are created when you revisit the
site.”

TarMac Tips
“And my saved names and passwords?”
“You use Agile Web Solutions’ admirable
$40 1Password (as should everyone, in
my opinion). It saves your user names
and passwords so what do you care?”
“I don’t know, this all seems a bit extreme….”
“You’ll notice that this Reset Safari window is
completely configurable. If there’s something in there that you don’t want to take
place, simply uncheck that option. If you
continue to have problems, maybe it’s
worth your while to enable one of the
options you thought you couldn’t allow,
give it a go, and see what happens.”
“But…”
“Enough of the objections. Try it.”
“Okay…. Done.”
“Did it work?”
“Yes.”
“How difficult is it to use Safari now?”
“Not terribly, but I’m sure there will be
people who will object to using such a
large hammer.”
“Let them offer their own ideas then.
That’s why we have a Comments section.”

Printing mailing labels
10.14.09
Christopher Breen, Macworld.com

Reader Evelyn Cromwell
asks a question that I try
to answer every couple
of years. She writes:
Having been an Appleworks user since 1987
I’m lost without it. I now
have iWork and Bento 2,
but am unable to print
out labels. Is there some
other software available
to print mailing labels with my iMac using
Snow Leopard?

There is and it’s an application
you’re likely very familiar with:
Address Book. Though it’s not a
highly visible feature, Address Book
supports label printing.
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You print labels this way:
1. Create a group in Address Book with an
appropriate name—My Holiday Labels,
for example—and move into it those addresses for which you’d like labels.
2. Choose File -> Print.
3. In the sheet that appears, choose Mailing Labels from the Style pop-up menu.
4. Click the Layout button and from the
Page pop-up menu below, choose the
kind of label you intend to use—Avery
Standard, for instance.
5. From the pop-up menu to the right,
choose the specific label “model” you’ll
use—5161, for example.
6. Click Print and you’re done.

Five unexpected uses for the
Control Key

Use this key to access handy shortcuts
11.06.09   
Sharon Zardetto, Macworld.com

If you’re like me,
you’ve nearly worn
out your Mac’s
Control key (often labeled CTRL),
using it to open
contextual menus. It’s true that Controlclicking on anything from a Finder icon
to a window’s title is an amazingly handy
way to access a pop-up menu of targeted
options. But you can also add Control to
common key combinations for variations
on the original functions.

1. Open a folder in a new window

Set your Finder Preferences (Finder ->
Preferences) to Always Open Folders In A
New Window, and each double-click on
a folder opens a new window, cluttering
even a big screen in short order. With the
option unchecked (as it is by default), a
double-clicked folder shows its content
in the current window (replacing whatcontinued on p.5
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ever was displayed in the window before).
This is the better default setup because
it cuts down on clutter. You can always
Command-double-click on a folder those
times when you want to see its contents
in a new window.
But what about us keyboard junkies? I
select a folder by typing, and open it by
pressing Command-O or Command-Down
Arrow. I’d have to reach for the mouse to
use the Command-double-click method.
So when I want to open a folder in a new
window, I add the Control key: CommandControl-O or Command-Control-Down Arrow opens a folder into a new window.
Note that the Control key effectively reverses your Preferences setting. If you use
the Always Open Folders In A New Window
option, a Command-double-click or Command-Control-O will display the folder’s
contents in the current window instead.

2. Open a new window for the enclosing
folder

When you’re looking at the contents of
a folder in the Finder, pressing CommandUp Arrow opens the enclosing, or “parent,”
folder. So, for instance, if you’re in a subfolder in your Documents folder, you can easily move up to the Documents folder and
see its other subfolders. With the preferred
Finder preference setting of Always Open
Folders In A New Window checked off, however, moving up in the hierarchy means the
contents of your window changes. What if
you want that subfolder window to remain
open? Add Control to the keyboard command: Command-Control-Up Arrow opens
a new window for the enclosing folder.
As with the basic Command-O for opening a window, the Control key reverses the
preference setting. So, if you have Always
Open Folders In A New Window checked
on, Command-Control-Up Arrow opens
the parent folder in the same window.

3. Get a summary of info

Select an item in the Finder, press Command-I, and its Info window opens replete
with both basic and “meta” information such
as how many pages are in a PDF document.
Start with two or three items selected, and
you get two or three Info windows. Want the

total size of all the files? Add up the numbers in the Info windows. Or, select multiple
icons and press Command-Control-I for a
single window, labeled Multiple Items Info;
this Multiple Item Info window gives you
the total of the files’ sizes. (Previous to Snow
Leopard, doing a standard Get Info on more
than ten selected files automatically opened
Multiple Item Info, but that doesn’t seem to
be the case anymore.)
Using the Inspector window (CommandOption-I) for multiple files also gives the total
file size, but there are some key differences between a Summary window and the Inspector.
There’s only one Inspector window, and it’s“live”:
Change the selection and the information in the
Inspector changes to reflect the new combined
information. The Summary window, in contrast,
stays “locked” on the selection you made when
you opened it. You can select other items and
open a Summary window for them; the Summary window for the original selection remains
open and unchanged (handy when you want
to compare two groups of files).

4. Access a restart, sleep, and shutdown
shortcut

You can restart, sleep, or shut down your
Mac using the commands in the Apple
menu, or you can just press Control-Eject
to open a Restart/Shutdown dialog box.
You can then use a single key to indicate
your button choice: R for Restart; S for
Sleep; C (or Esc, or Command-period) for
Cancel; or Return/Enter for Shut Down.

5. Jump to the Spotlight Preferences
command

Your Spotlight menu is open, showing
hits for your search term, but you’re tired of
its including, say, five e-mail messages, which
limits the number of documents it can list.
You need a trip to Spotlight Preferences to
change the Search Results parameters, and
there’s a quick way to get there. When the
menu is open with anything listed in it (that is,
when more than just the Search field is showing), press Control-Down Arrow to select the
last item—Spotlight Preferences—and then
press Return. Control-Up Arrow always selects
the first item, Show All, which opens a Finder
window with the search results in it.
Beware: the Control key plus arrow keys
are also default shortcuts for moving
around in Spaces. If you’ve enabled Spaces and left these shortcuts active, they’ll
take precedence over the Spotlight menu
shortcuts.

Five unexpected uses for
the Esc key
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10.29.09
Sharon Zardetto, Macworld.com

The Esc key has long been the “get me
outta here” panacea for many things:
canceling a dialog box, getting rid of a
button-less splash screen, closing a menu
that you clicked open. (Esc is, after all,
short for “escape.”) But those are only the
obvious things. Here’s a handful of lessthan-obvious but just-as-handy solutions
the Esc key provides.

1. Take a shortcut back to your original
application

You press Command-Tab to switch to
another application, pressing Tab several
times (or just holding it down) because
you’re moving to a program that’s far away
on the Application Switcher’s bar. You get
halfway across the line of program icons
and realize—whoops!—you forgot to copy
the material that you wanted to bring with
you. Use the awkward Command-Shift-Tab
to move backwards? Use the more convenient Command-tilde (~), still pressing the
key repeatedly? No! While the Command
key is still down, press Esc to return to the
program you were working in before the
premature press of Command-Tab.

2. Erase and get out of the Spotlight menu

If you want to erase what you’ve typed
in the Spotlight search field, you don’t
have to tediously delete it a character at a
time: press Esc to instantly wipe the field
clean so you can start again. The Spotlight
menu stores what you last typed in it unless you erase it so that you can make a
second choice from the results list. If your
search was fruitless—or mistaken—it’s a
good idea to erase the contents of the
field before you close the menu so you
can start fresh on a new search. Press Esc
twice: once to erase the field, and a second time to close it.
3. Hide your browser cursor
For a relatively tiny thing, the mouse cursor can be an annoying distraction when
it happens to be in the wrong spot on
your screen while you’re viewing a Web
page. It’s like a fly landing on your TV
screen. Whether you’re in Apple’s Safari or
Mozilla Firefox, press Esc and the cursor
continued on p.6
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Apple profits
Apple also noted particularly strong sales
in its Asia Pacific market, with Mac sales
increasing 42 percent from the year-ago
quarter.
Cook also said that Snow Leopard sales
were stronger than Apple expected, with
twice as many sales of Snow Leopard upgrades during the operating system’s first
five weeks on sale than Leopard made
during its first five weeks.

iPhone increases

iPhone sales rose 7 percent from the
year-ago quarter to nearly 7.4 million
units. That compares to a little less than
6.9 million iPhones in the September
2008 quarter—a three-month period
that saw Apple roll out the iPhone 3G in
a number of markets around the globe.
For the quarter, Apple reported recognized
revenue from iPhone handset sales of $2.3
billion. That’s a 185-percent jump from
$806 million in last year’s fourth quarter.
Apple executives pointed to several
events that could continue the iPhone’s
momentum in the coming quarter. China
Unicom will start selling the iPhone in
China this month. “This very large market offers a great oppotunity to expand
sales,” Oppenheimer said.
New carriers will be able to serve the
iPhone in both the U.K. and Canada. That
also opens up the iPhone to new customers
in those countries.
Apple believes its App Store of mobile
software from third-party developers
gives it an edge over rival smartphones.
The 85,000 apps in the store is “a country
mile more than anyone else,” Cook said,
claiming that Apple’s smartphone competitors are trying to match the original
iPhone of 2007, not where Apple is now.
“We feel good about competing against
anyone,” he added.

iPod declines

If Apple had any disappointments in the
quarter, it would be in its iPod business,
where sales of the handheld music players
fell eight percent from the year-ago quarter to 10.2 million units. It was the second
consecutive quarter where Apple saw iPod
sales drop from the year-ago period.

However, Apple saw signs for optimism
in its iPod numbers. According to the
company, 50 percent of recent iPod buyers were purchasing their first iPod. What’s
more, sales of the iPod touch doubled
when compared to the same quarter a
year ago, and Apple believes it can attract
even more customers to the widescreen
music player after cutting the price of the
8GB iPod touch to $199 last month.
“We believe the iPod lineup is attractively
positioned for the holiday buying season,”
Oppenheimer told analysts during Monday’s conference call. And that’s critical for
Apple, which traditionally sees its highest
iPod sales during the December quarter. In
the December 2008 quarter, for example,
Apple sold 22.7 million music players.

Retail efforts

Apple opened 15 brick-and-mortar stores
during its fourth quarter, giving the company 273 retail outlets by quarter’s end. For
the entire 2009 fiscal year, Apple opened 26
stores and remodeled 72 existing outlets. In
what Oppenheimer called a “milestone year”
for Apple’s retail efforts, the company opened
more stores internationally than in the U.S.
Look for more stores to open in the
current quarter. Oppenheimer said the
company plans to open two retail outlets
in France in November. That same month, a
fourth Apple Store will open in Manhattan
on New York’s Upper West Side.
Average revenue per store was $7.1 million, down from $7.6 million a year ago in
one of the few signs of how the recession
negatively impacted Apple. The company
saw 45.9 million visitors to its stores, up
from 42.7 million in last year’s quarter. Retail stores sold 670,000 Macs—an increase
of 12 percent from last year—with about
half of those sales to new Mac users.

The Esc key
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disappears instantly, cooperatively reappearing as soon as you move the mouse.

4. Reverse your “make this tab a window”
drag

I’m a tab junkie in Safari: a window just
looks wrong without a half-dozen tabs
(each containing a separate Web page)
arrayed across its top. But when dragging
a tab off the bar to create a separate window (and a new tab colony), it’s easy grab

the wrong one and take it off the
tab bar before you realize the
mistake. You don’t have to drag
a nascent window back into the
bar: press Esc before you let it go, and it
snaps back into its original tab position.
This trick works in Firefox, too, as well as
in other programs that provide tear-off
tabbed windows, such as Adobe’s Photoshop CS4 and InDesign CS4.
If you change your mind when dragging a tab off the bar to make a Safari
window, press Esc before you let go to
send the new window back into its tab
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5. Switch to InDesign’s selection tool
from within a text box

This is currently my favorite Esc key trick
because it triggers a feature I’ve wanted
desperately for a long time and didn’t realize until recently was already available.
In InDesign, a press of a single key selects
a tool: V for the selection arrow, T for the
text tool, and so on. This one-key access
is great—except when you forget you’re
in a text box and hit V or T or some other
tool shortcut and you type the letter instead of get the tool. I just want switch
to the selection tool with a single key,
without having to deselect the text first
(and not just temporarily, as with the
Command key). As it turns out, I can: Esc
deactivates the text box you’re in and activates the Selection tool.

The Tarmac Vaporware Gazette, named in honor of past president Jerry Rowe, is published each month by Smitty’s Printshop,
a non-existant shop specializing in things of little or no importance to the world at large. Send your comments, good or bad,
to smittysprintshop@mac.com.
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